
1. Switchbacks : késako ? 

Un	des	résultats	majeurs	de	la	mission	Parker	Solar	Probe	est	l’omniprésence	de	
brusques	déflections	du	champ	magnétique	radial	dans	l’héliosphère	interne,	appelées	
switchbacks.	

Les	switchbacks	se	caractérisent	par	:	

• Omniprésentes	dans	le	solaire	lent	alfvénique	
• Peu	compressibles	(	|B|	=	constant	)	et	comparables	aux	arc-polarised	Alfvén	waves.		
• Ce	sont	des	déflexions	du	champ	magnétique	et	non	des	inversions	de	polarité	
• La	température	ionique	est	légèrement	plus	élevée	à	l’intérieur	

Ce	travail	a	bénéficié	du	sou3en	du	CNES.		Parker	Solar	Probe	a	été	conçu,	construit	et	est	maintenant	
exploité	par	le	Johns	Hopkins	Applied	Physics	Laboratory	dans	le	cadre	du	programme	Living	with	a	Star	
(LWS)	de	la	NASA	(contrat	NNN06AA01C).
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Switchbacks dans le vent solaire :  
quelles contraintes sur leur origine ?

2. Switchbacks : quelle origine ? 

Diverses	explications	ont	été	proposées,	sans	réel	consensus	:	

•Origine	locale	:	instabilités	liées	à	l’expansion	du	vent	solaire,	interactions	entre	
flux	de	vent	solaire,	…	

•Origine	dans	la	basse	couronne	:	jets	coronaux,	reconnection	d’interchange,	flux	
ropes,	…	
	
	

	
	

	

[Fargette	et	al.	2021,	Bale	et	al.	2021]	:	leur	fréquence	est	modulée	en	fonction	des	
supergranules	dans	lesquels	s’ancrent	les	lignes	de	champ	magnétique.	

increase during switchbacks as compared to what has been
observed, for example, by Helios at 0.3 au (Borovsky 2016); (2)
their observation in a slow (but Alfvénic) stream; and (3) the
sharpness and omnipresence of these events, as if the coronal
plasma was continuously transitioning between two metastable
states: one in which the magnetic !eld is pointing sunward along
the Parker spiral, and one in which it is de"ected away from the
spiral, sometimes by as much as 180°.

Several (and mutually not exclusive) explanations have been
proposed for these switchbacks, such as plasma jets associated
with reconnection events deep inside the corona, or the
crossing of kinked magnetic "ux tubes, of closed magnetic
loops, or of large-amplitude, non-compressive Alfvén waves
similar to those observed by Belcher & Davis (1971). The
properties of the monodirectional energetic electron beams
(Whittlesey et al. 2019) and the inversion of the magnetic
helicity (McManus et al. 2020) inside of the switchbacks give
support to the idea that these structures are localized twists in
the magnetic !eld and not polarity reversals or closed loops.

A consequence of the elusive origin of these switchbacks is
the lack of consensus on their terminology. These structures are
also called foldings, (intrasector) !eld reversals, jets, spikes, or
de"ections. They are truly de"ections but we shall refer to them
as switchbacks.

Interestingly, the presence of abrupt "ow reversals is not
unique to plasmas and has also been observed in hydrodynamic
turbulence at high Rayleigh numbers (Araujo et al. 2005) and in
the geomagnetic !eld (Sorriso-Valvo et al. 2007). There are also
analogies with dynamical systems that exhibit transitions
between different states (Nicolis 1993; Benzi 2005). Metastable
systems that are in contact with a (possibly external) perturbation
have received considerable attention in the framework of

non-equilibrium physics because they are capable of exhibiting
effects that cannot be observed when the system is in thermal
equilibrium (Gammaitoni et al. 1998). One of these effects is
"uctuation ampli!cation through stochastic resonance.
All these systems raise the same question: how can such

transitions occur when their lifetime is so much longer than the
characteristic timescales of the system? In the context of the
solar wind, a related question is: are these de"ections part of the
turbulent wave !eld or are they signatures of perturbations that
are generated by some external mechanism such as the moving
photospheric footpoint of magnetic "ux tubes? Beforehand, we
should de!ne what a switchback is. To answer these questions,
we investigate here the dynamical properties of the magnetic
!eld, following an exploratory approach.
This macroscopic exploration of the solar magnetic !eld is

organized as follows: after presenting the data in Section 2 we
address their main properties in Section 3, followed by their
waiting time statistics in Section 4, and a focus on signatures of
long memory in Section 5. Finally, we discuss the implications
of our perception of solar wind turbulence in Section 6 and
conclude in Section 7.

2. Data

The vector magnetic !eld is measured on board Parker Solar
Probe by the MAG magnetometer from the FIELDS
consortium (Bale et al. 2016). At perihelion, the cadence of
MAG goes up to 292.97 samples per second. Since we are
interested in much lower frequencies, in what follows all
observations will be decimated to 73.24 Hz.
Our time interval of interest is centered on the !rst perihelion

pass of 2018 November 6, and runs from November 1st to
2018 November 10. During that 10 day interval the spacecraft

Figure 1. Magnetic !eld for the whole interval of interest (top plot) and for a 2 hr excerpt (bottom plot). An RTN coordinate system is used; see Section 2.
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Un	switchback	
isolé	

Ensemble	de	
switchbacks	observés	
lors	du	premier	
passage	au	périhélie	
(novembre	2018)

Une	explica3on	possible	:	
reconnec3on	d’interchange	

(Fisk	&	Kasper,	2020)

regions is strong evidence of preferential Poynting-!ux injection
near funnel boundaries in the low solar atmosphere, which could
be the result of magnetic reconnection. It is possible that the
Poynting-!ux injection is not only stronger but also more
intermittent near funnel boundaries, since reconnection is often
impulsive. However, as noted previously, large-amplitude magn-
etic !uctuations in the solar wind naturally develop discontinuities
as a consequence of spherical polarization (e.g., Vasquez &
Hollweg 1996; Squire et al. 2020; Shoda et al. 2021), and thus the
abrupt magnetic "eld rotations observed by PSP may also
originate through in situ dynamics.

The cores of the funnels are separated by 40Mm (!3°.3)
here and already at 30Mm altitude the "eld direction becomes
relatively uniform, but is modulated in intensity as described
above due to the super-radial expansion below. The low
altitude cusp regions (shaded dark blue in Figure 9) where
adjacent funnels interactions result in an x point (in 2D) with a
spine-fan intersection and a dome of con"ned !ux, where
magnetic reconnection could leak heated and con"ned plasma
outward. This asymmetry is seen in the hotter, faster leading
edge of the measurements in Figure 7. Indeed, simulations of
reconnection between funnels and emerging !ux show this
asymmetry (Jiang et al. 2012; Takasao et al. 2013) and the
resulting out!ows depend on the altitude of the reconnection
region. Here, the cusp regions move to lower altitude with
increasing (applied) magnetic shear (x̂ component); magnetic
shear could be due to differential rotation between the
photosphere and corona or a property of the structure of the
CH boundary.

Magnetic reconnection may also naturally explain the
energization of alpha particles (or oxygen) to 85 keV and the
altitude of a reconnection site may be related to alpha particle
abundance, if gravitational settling plays a role. If the full
magnetic energy of a reconnection out!ow is available to

energize alpha particles (e.g., Phan et al. 2013), we can infer
the Alfvén speed at the source ~am vA
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2 85 keV, which gives
vA! 2020 km s"1, not inconsistent with expectations at low
altitudes (e.g., Axford et al. 1999; Warmuth & Mann 2005).
Drake et al. (2009) describe simulations of an ion pickup
process in reconnection out!ow regions that effectively
energizes alpha particles to ~ am vA

1
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2.
Spectroscopic measurements deep into the solar wind

acceleration region show that minor ions (e.g., O5+) are heated
and accelerated to much higher energies than the bulk proton
population (e.g., Kohl et al. 1998; Cranmer et al. 1999) and that
that heating is a function of altitude, suggesting that wave-
particle processes are at play during expansion. Indeed, Kasper
et al. (2013) used measurements at 1 au to show that alpha
particle temperature statistics are consistent with ion-cyclotron
heating. A recent model (Meyrand et al. 2021; Squire et al.
2021) suggests that imbalanced Alfvénic turbulence evolves to
enhanced ion-cyclotron wave energy as a helicity barrier inhibits
turbulent evolution beyond the ion scales and this results in
enhanced ion heating. So while many of our measurements are
consistent with an impulsive heating mechanism at the source,
wave-particle effects during radial evolution may certainly play a
role in the observed ion temperature statistics.
The observation that the lower-|B| funnels are replete with

SBs is consistent with the theory that SBs grow as a
consequence of Alfvénic !uctuations reaching large amplitudes
through solar wind expansion (Squire et al. 2020; Mallet et al.
2021). Speci"cally, funnel regions have presumably undergone
more super-radial expansion than neighboring regions, so even
minor variations in relative !uctuation amplitudes at the SS
could lead to large differences at the location of PSP
(Hollweg 1974). Fluctuations that grow to !B/B! 1 then form
SBs or potentially !ux ropes associated with turbulent
reconnection (e.g., Drake et al. 2021). The relation of this to
other solar wind properties (wind speed, proton temperature,
and alpha fraction) remains an open problem: the funnels
described here lead to solar wind streams dubbed Alfvénic slow
streams (Stansby et al. 2019a; D’Amicis et al. 2021), rather
than the fast wind typically associated with polar CH out!ows.
The reason is that the speed of the solar wind is controlled not
by the local expansion discussed here occurring within 20Mm
from the photosphere, but the overall CH expansion. PSP,
always skirting the current sheet in the ecliptic plane as the
Sun’s activity picks up out of the latest minimum, has been
mostly observing wind coming from rapidly expanding open
"eld lines. For this type of wind, the heating and acceleration is
similar to fast solar wind (Chandran 2021), including plasma
properties, but the global coronal geometry determines the
slower acceleration pro"le (Wang & Sheeley 1990; Panasenco
et al. 2019).
The stream structure and !uctuations shown here must evolve

to become the familiar solar wind at 1 au and beyond. T. S.
Horbury et al. (2021, in preparation) used measurements by
Solar Orbiter of the same solar wind stream at 200 RS as
presented here: while the alpha particle modulation was
preserved, the longitudinal speed variations were smoothed out
by that distance, leading to density variations on the same
longitudinal scale. The clear variation in !uctuation power due
to SB modulation that was present at 25 RS was replaced by a
large-scale magnetic "eld variation on the same scale, suggesting
that the photospheric structure affecting the wind at PSP still
retains a signature in the wind much farther from the Sun.

Figure 9. A schematic to illustrate the proposed con"guration of magnetic "eld
lines (white vectors) within overexpanded funnel structure and a small shear
between the photosphere and corona. The color intensity indicates "eld
magnitude. The bases of the funnels are separated by a few degrees of HG
longitude and are generating higher " wind with enhanced alpha particle
abundance. Patches of magnetic "eld SBs are localized within the funnels.
Since BR ! 1/r2, but B(T,N) ! 1/r, super-radial expansion results in a depressed
|B| in the center of the funnel, which has spent more time expanding radially. In
this 2D geometry, the cusp regions (darker blue) where neighboring funnels
interact moves to lower altitudes with increasing shear; note that the cusp
intervals are !10 Mm-scale, which corresponds to !1°. A horizontal band
indicates the transition region. Note that the local funnel geometry can be
expanded away by 20 RS.
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Modula3on	en	fonc3on	du	
point	d’ancrage	des	lignes	

de	champ	magné3que		
[Bale	et	al.,	2021]

3. Un catalogue de switchbacks 
Nous	avons	développé	un	modèle	d’identification	des	switchbacks	basé	sur	de	
l’intelligence	humaine		➞	catalogue	de	toutes	les	déflections	du	champ	magnétique	
pour	chacun	des	12	passages	au	périhélie.	
En	moyenne	1500	déflections	par	jour.	Seules	
0.2%		dépassent	90°	et	sont	donc	de	“vrais”	
switchbacks.	

Déflec3on	observée	(en	bleu)	et	
reconnue	par	le	modèle	(rouge)	

4. Résultat : auto-similarité 

Les	switchbacks	sont	auto-similaires		

• Pas	d’amplitude	ni	de	durée	caractéristique	dans	leur	distribution	[DdW	et	al.,	2020]	
• Par	exemple	:	les	temps	d’attente	suivent	une	loi	de	puissance	➞	ce	ne	sont	pas	des	
événements	indépendants		[Aschwanden	&	DdW,	2021]

Distribu3on	des	temps	
d’a^ente	en	loi	de	

puissance	pour	chacun	des	
périhélies	1	à	9

5. Résultat : modulation par les super-granules 

La	densité	de	switchbacks	ne	varie	PAS	au	cours	du	temps		
➞	les	switchbacks	sont	produits	en	permanence,	indépendamment	du	point	d’ancrage	
des	lignes	de	champ	magnétique	dans	la	photosphère.	Sont-ils	la	signature	de	jetlets	
observés	en	imagerie	EUV	?	

C’est	l’amplitude	de	la	déflection	qui	est	modulée	par	le	point	l’ancrage	➞	l’évolution	et	
non	la	production	des	switchbacks	dépend	des	conditions	de	la	basse	couronne.
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6. Résultat : origine locale peu probable 

La	probabilité	d’observation	des	switchbacks	varie	peu	avec	la	distance	au	Soleil		
➞		les	switchbacks	sont	produits	très	bas	dans	la	couronne.	

Cela	exclut	d’emblée	les	mécanismes	de	production	locale	(instabilités	de	Kelvin-
Helhholtz,	interactions	entre	vents	solaires,	etc.).	En	revanche,	l’érosion	des	switchbacks	
varie	avec	la	distance	au	Soleil.
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